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Elite introduces Rhinodize, raising the standard for archery finishes to new levels. Again. Rhinodize is a coating process that 
produces the most rugged and durable bow finish available. The new formulation comes from a 24-month engineering and 
development process. The result is scratch and chip resistance that is unparalleled. With toughness that is second to none.   
Beauty meets Brawn and offers new colors that are available faster than ever.

Colors 
available: Surge Red Vette Yellow Purple RainSerious PinkSunset Pink Famous Pink Crimson Red Canyon Orange Pine GreenCobalt Blue Trendy TealTimberwolf Grey

Beauty

Brawn
meets

• Unprecedented durability
• Scratch and chip resistant - even under 

extreme use
• Higher abrasion resistance and impact 

strength than anodize
• Improved resistance to weather conditions
• 12 unique color options
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• New for 2017 Pro Grip
• Reduces torque
• Proven V-Grip Side Cut
• Straight throat to heel
• Neutral grip position
• Reduced pressure points

• Newly designed PALS (Perfect 
Alignment Limb System) limb 
pocket offering unmatched limb 
support

• No slop perfect alignment fit

• New lower riser cage coupled 
with our already proven upper 
cage reducing overall weight 
while increasing stiffness in the 
necessary areas of the riser.

• 7075 T-6 Aluminum riser for 
increased stiffness and strength

• Over 65% stronger than other 
grades of aluminum used on risers

Pro Grip Design

Limb Pocket

Riser Design

Shootability Takes Shape.

Elite has long been the bow known for Shootability. 

Now, Elite is taking Shootability farther than ever 

before. Elite builds on the belief that your bow 

should feel as great as it looks. Without sacrificing 

performance. The belief that your bow should 

perform as well as you do - even under less than 

ideal conditions. 

A new skeletonized riser design. New riser materials. 

Dual riser cages. Split limbs. Roller guard cable 

management system. Enhanced grip design. 

2017 brings a year of continued improvement for 

Elite. Shootability takes on a new shape. But the 

promise remains.

At the range. In the stand. Wherever your bow takes 

you - Elite’s 2017 lineup of technology performs. 

Accept no substitutes. Join the movement.

• Patented Linear Tunable Roller 
Guard™

• Increased cable life
• Ability to dial in your fletching 

clearance
• Ability to adjust the tuning of 

your bow by applying more or less 
lateral tension to the cables

• Smoother draw cycle

Roller Guard/LTR

• Unprecedented durability
• Scratch and chip resistant –  

even under extreme use
• Higher abrasion resistance and  

impact strength than anodize
• Improved resistance to weather  

conditions

Rhinodize

• Double laminated split limbs
• More efficient limb design
• Improved speed
• Reduced noise and vibration
• Improved strength and durability

Split Limbs
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When you buy an Elite™ bow, it’s already custom-
fitted with the latest anti-vibration technology

Elite’s exclusive Riser Cage designs 
increase riser strength, stiffness, 
and reduce vibration.

Two-Track cam system
Elite’s two-track cam configuration provides one 
track for the string and another for both cables.  
Because this structure is inherently narrower, it 
brings the cable load closer to center, reducing the 
opportunity for cam lean.

Linked and Symmetrical cams
The two-track cam system is different because 
the two cams are linked which insures consistent 
cam timing and synchronization. Symmetrical cam 
design, where cams are identical in shape and 
weight, means that once tuned, an ELITE bow will 
give you straight and level nock travel. 

Patented module system offers quick draw length 
change and consistent efficiency across draw 
lengths.

Repeatability starts in the grip
Elite’s form, fit, and finish is well known. Nowhere is 
this more noticeable than in the highly engineered 
grip designs.  

PALS Limb Pockets
New for 2017, The Perfect Alignment Limb 
System pocket is now standard on all bow models.  
This system maintains tight tolerances to provide 
consistent riser, cam, and limb alignment and 
removes accuracy-robbing inconsistencies for 
more dependable shooting. 

Fit and Finish
ELITE offers never-before-achieved shootability and 
exceptional performance.  But there is more.  
You’ll also notice a high level of fit and finish.  The 
tolerances are tight. Every surface is fully machined. 
An ELITE bow is a work of art!

Multi-layered Laminated Limbs
Elite uses multi-layered laminated limbs that are 
known to be “bomb-proof.” They offer unmatched 
repeatability and consistency. These limbs are a big 
reason why Elite can offer one of the best limited 
lifetime warranties in the industry. 

Adjustable, rubber coated draw stops
The draw stop posts on ELITE’s cam engage the 
compression side of the limbs, ensuring you will 
draw to the same point each and every time. This 
solid back wall breeds consistent shooting and 
eliminates “over-drawing,” which can be a tendency 
in the heat of the moment and can alter speed and 
trajectory, a problem especially at longer distances.  
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DRAW CYCLE COMPARISON
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Blue line is an ELITE Option 7™ .
Red line  is a typical competitor.

Later to peak 
7.5" vs. 4.5"

Distance (inches)
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rc

e 
(lb

s)

Far less time
at peak weight 
2" vs. 13.5"

Huge dwell zone 
1 1/4" vs. 3/4" 

Less holding 
weight 
6.6 lbs 

vs. 
14.5lbs 
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6 “Nothing to it” shooting

Elite’s exceptionally efficient two-track cam system allows Elite bows to focus on 
“Shootability” - where others make sacrifices to chase speed. Shootability has spawned 
a movement with Elite leading the way to bows that aim incredibly well and feel great to 
shoot. Join the movement. 

4. LESS HOLDING WEIGHT   
High let-off means extreme comfort at full draw. It means a steadier 
aim. It means being able to hold longer, without letting down.  

5. HUGE “DWELL ZONE”   
ELITE bows also feature a huge “dwell zone” (the amount of creep 
allowed before the bow wants to jump out of your hand). This allows 
you to hold longer and focus on aiming without fighting a jumpy cam. 

 

6. “NOTHING TO IT” SHOOTING   
Best of all, at release you’ll hardly feel a thing. It’s amazing! But, 
don’t just take our word for it; shoot an ELITE and experience 
“Nothing To It” shooting for yourself!

1.  LATER TO PEAK   
As you begin to draw, you’ll notice an ELITE bow eases you up to 
peak weight. Spreading the required effort makes drawing easier, 
especially in cold weather after hours on stand! 

      

2. LESS TIME AT PEAK WEIGHT   
ELITE also lets you “off the hook” sooner, which means you spend 
considerably less time at peak weight during the draw cycle.  

3. SOLID BACK WALL   
With draw stops both top and bottom that stop on the limb, you get 
consistent draw length and a hard, solid back wall. This means 
enhanced repeatability and consistency. 
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Shootability takes shape. The Option 6™ delivers speed and 

precision with a newly engineered design. A first for Elite, the 

double laminated split limbs deliver optimal performance. 

7075 series aircraft aluminum and the innovative Dual Riser 

Cages add rigidity. Continuing the tradition of Elite’s stable 

shooting platform. All in a 6-inch brace height that delivers 

blistering speeds. 

Push farther. Join the movement. 

*Deduct 2-3 fps from rating for #50,  250 gr arrow

Axle-Axle 32”   +/- .125”

Brace 6”   +/- .125”

Weight 4.3 lbs

String 58 5/8”

Cable 37”

Centershot 3/4” to 13/16”

Peak WTS 50, 60, 65, 70, 80

Draw 26” - 30” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

IBO speed rating 342 fps

Specifications
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The Option 7™ offers speed and precision with a new look. A 

first for Elite, the double laminated split limbs deliver optimal 

performance. Enhanced materials. Innovative engineering. 

Knowing that one size doesn’t fit all, Elite delivers Options. 

For a bow with forgiveness, speed, and style - look no farther 

than the Option 7.  

Demand better. Join the movement.

*Deduct 2-3 fps from rating for #50,  250 gr arrow

Axle-Axle 32”   +/- .125”

Brace 7”   +/- .125”

Weight 4.3 lbs

String 58 5/8”

Cable 37”

Centershot 3/4” to 13/16”

Peak WTS 50, 60, 65, 70, 80

Draw 27” - 31” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

IBO speed rating 332 fps

Specifications
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Shootability standard.  The technology that started it all has 

been further enhanced in the Tempo. With incredible, stable 

geometry, bow hunting is pushed farther than ever. The 

Tempo’s backbone delivers balanced energy distribution to 

the bow’s beyond parallel limbs. The Tempo extends Elite’s 

Shootability experience and puts it in reach for everyone.  

Drive relentlessly. Join the movement.

*Deduct 2-3 fps from rating for #50,  250 gr arrow

Axle-Axle 34”   +/- .125”

Brace 7 1/4”   +/- .125”

Weight 4.4 lbs

String 60 3/8”

Cable 39”

Centershot 3/4” to 13/16”

Peak WTS 50, 60, 65, 70, 80

Draw 28” - 32” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

IBO speed rating 325 fps

Specifications
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*Deduct 2-3 fps from rating for #50,  250 gr arrow

Axle-Axle 31”   +/- .125”

Brace 6”   +/- .125”

Weight 4.2 lbs

String 57”

Cable 35 7/8”

Centershot 3/4” to 13/16”

Peak WTS 40, 50, 60, 65, 70, 80

Draw 26” - 30” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

IBO speed rating 340

A proctor of pulse-raising performance, the Impulse™ series 

delivers speed without compromise and “Shootability” without 

sacrifice. Nearly a decade of product improvements have led 

to the design of next generation Elite bows. The Impulse 

combines a smooth-shooting, swift, and stable platform into 

the most advanced bow we have ever released.

Specifications
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*Deduct 2-3 fps from rating for #50,  250 gr arrow

Axle-Axle 34”   +/- .125”

Brace 6”   +/- .125”

Weight 4.4 lbs

String 60 3/8”

Cable 38 15/16”

Centershot 3/4” to 13/16”

Peak WTS 40, 50, 60, 65, 70, 80

Draw 27” - 31” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

IBO speed rating 337

Shootability Acclerated. The Impulse™ is the culmination 

of nearly a decade of engineering advancements and is 

the perfect blend of speed, shootability and stability in one 

smooth-shooting package.  A champion at the range and in 

the field, this bow is one every shooter will find merits within.  

Astonishing accuracy coupled with IBO speeds in excess of 

337 fps, the distinguished look and feel of the Impulse is sure 

to turn heads at the dealer and your local range.

Specifications
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Elegant shootability. The Impression™ delivers Elite 

Shootability and the performance you’d expect. In a package 

designed for women shooters. The smaller framed bow offers 

a light weight, more manageable grip and riser. The two-

track cam system maximizes dynamic energy and minimizes 

vibration and shock. The Riser Cage increases riser stiffness to 

boost energy transfer.  

Sacrifice nothing. Join the movement.

*Deduct 2-3 fps from rating for #50,  250 gr arrow

Axle-Axle 31 7/8”   +/- .125”

Brace 7”   +/- .125”

Weight 4.1 lbs

String 51 1/2”

Cable 36 5/8”

Centershot 3/4” to 13/16”

Peak WTS 30, 40, 45, 50, 60

Draw 24” - 28” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

IBO speed rating 305 fps

Specifications
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Shootability delivered.  Elite’s Emerge offers the same famed 

Shootability and performance in a smaller package. With 

a light weight, manageable grip and riser, the Emerge is a 

perfect choice for the growing archer. The two-track cam 

system focuses dynamic energy to minimize vibration and 

shock. The Riser Cage design offers Elite’s renowned stable 

shooting platform.  

Press onward. Join the movement.

*Deduct 2-3 fps from rating for #50,  250 gr arrow

Axle-Axle 31 7/8”   +/- .125”

Brace 7”   +/- .125”

Weight 4.1 lbs

String 51 1/2”

Cable 36 5/8”

Centershot 3/4” to 13/16”

Peak WTS 30, 40, 45, 50, 60

Draw 24” - 28” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

IBO speed rating 305 fps

Specifications
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A calculated combination of a long riser with perfect geometry, 

7-inch brace height, Victory cam system with adjustable 

valley and machined integral target grip makes for a bow that 

practically shoots itself. The 39-inch axel to axel riser features 

dual straight with dual straight and 10-degree down stabilizer 

mounts, two rear mounting positions and reinforced Riser 

Cage™, the Victory is a praxis of forgiveness that lets you keep 

making X-crushing shots even when the pressure is on.

*Deduct 2-3 fps from rating for #50,  250 gr arrow

Axle-Axle 39”   +/- .125”

Brace 7”   +/- .125”

Weight 4.5 lbs

String 63 1/8”

Cable 44 5/8”

Centershot 3/4” to 13/16”

Peak WTS 40, 50, 60, 65, 70

Draw 26” - 32” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

IBO speed rating 322

Specifications
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Built on the same long riser with Elite’s reinforced Riser 

Cage™ as its predecessor, the V37 sports an ultra-forgiving 

brace height, beyond parallel limbs and extreme balance. At 

327fps I.B.O. the 37-inch axle-to-axle V37 delivers stability in 

a wide range of draw lengths thanks to the 2-track Victory cam 

system and forgiveness that’s in a class of its own. Shooters 

looking to take their game to the next level will revel in the 

V37’s tack-driving accuracy, enhanced features and extreme 

shootability. This performance-driven platform is proven 

to deliver shot-to-shot accuracy in the most demanding 

situations and delivered proven results in 2016.

*Deduct 2-3 fps from rating for #50,  250 gr arrow

Axle-Axle 37”   +/- .125”

Brace 6 3/4”   +/- .125”

Weight 4.4 lbs

String 61 1/4”

Cable 42 5/8”

Centershot 3/4” to 13/16”

Peak WTS 40, 50, 60, 65, 70

Draw 26” - 31” (1/2” increments)

Available in RH and LH

IBO speed rating 327

Specifications



1-PIECEQuiver
The 1-Piece Quiver is available in both 4-arrow and 6-arrow models. A cam locking lever 
mechanism not only locks the quiver securely in place but allows for easy, one-handed removal 
and attachment. Horizontal adjustment allows you to maneuver the quiver close to the bow to 
maximize bow balance. This quiver accommodates all arrow diameters as well as all broadhead 
styles, fixed or mechanical.

Vias Vias• 6061-T6 machined aluminum construction 
• Unique clamping design
• Available in 4-arrow or 6-arrow configurations
• Accepts both fixed and mechanical broadheads
• Extremely rigid and quiet
• Fits all popular hunting arrow diameters

28

Verde Verde

The ultralight 2-Piece Quiver offers rock-solid mounting and a low-profile design. Like the 
1-Piece Quiver, it allows you to adjust for minimum accessory clearance and maximum bow 
balance. The lower gripper has more than 4 1/2" of vertical adjustment to accommodate all 
fletching lengths and styles.

Verde 

Vias Vias

2-PIECEQuiver

• 6061-T6 machined aluminum construction
• Extremely lightweight, rigid and quiet
• Adjustable for low-profile attachment
• Gripper height adjustment of 4 1/2"
• Available in 4-arrow or 6-arrow configurations
• Accepts both fixed and mechanical broadheads
• Fits all popular hunting arrow diameters

29
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Stabilizers Partnered with the best
ELITE Archery has partnered with Stokerized Aiming Solutions 
and Doinker® to create a high-end, technologically advanced 
stabilizer for your ELITE™ bow. Doinker® A-Bomb Dampeners 
with ITP Technology, coupled with the natural dampening 
properties of the solid acrylic rods used by Stokerized Aiming 
Solutions, eliminate unwanted bow torque, noise and vibration.

Vias Vias

Vias Vias

Verde Verde

Verde Verde

Stabilizers

• 6061-T6 aluminum and acrylic rod construction
• Doinker® A-Bomb and acrylic absorb and dampen   
 vibration
• Laser-engraved ELITE™ logo
• Available in 7 1/4" (6.6 oz) and 11" (7.4 oz lengths
• Available in Ninja, Realtree® Xtra®, Realtree® Max-1®,   
 Realtree® AP® Snow, KUIU® Verde and KUIU® Vias 
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Ultra Rest HDX

ELITE Archery is proud to offer a top-of-the-line QAD Ultra rest HDX that is customized to fit all ELITE™ bows. It features preset elevation 
and centershot adjustments for ELITE™ models as well as Pro Kote™ performance coating – exclusively used by ELITE™ Archery.

• Custom mounting arm fits all ELITE™ bows
• Available in Black, Brown, 
 or Realtree® Xtra®

• Preset elevation and centershot   
 adjustments for all ELITE™ bow models
• Total arrow containment
• Super-fast drop-away speeds guarantee  
 fletching clearance 
• Available in right and left hand

Rests, Slings 
& Grips

CUSTOM BOW SLINGS PREMIUM HARDWOOD GRIPS 
• Fully adjustable sling with semi-rigid rope system that 

does not flop or fold
• Angled mounting bracket puts sling at a perfect 

40-degree angle
• Available in Ninja, Realtree® Xtra®, Realtree® Max-1®, 

Realtree® AP® Snow, KUIU® Verde and KUIU® Vias 

• Transitional grip with wider face for added surface area
• Fitted to accommodate any Elite bow dating back to 2006 (except 

Victory) with specific Spirit model available
• Available in low or medium wrist
• Gray or Brown laminate
• Available Right or Left hand

31
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Accessories
ELITE EX5 sight

ELITE GT1 Release

The new Elite EX5 Hunting Sight is an 
ultra-light, compact hunting sight 
built to perform.  Featuring a new, 
synthetic 5-pin aperture, the EX5 is 
packed with features and adjustments 
to meet the needs of any bowhunter.  The 
Armed Guard fiber management system protects 
the sight pin fibers while the super durable .019 Rhino Pins provide a perfect sight pin picture, every time.  The 
Smart-Mount bar offers three different sets of mounting holes to choose from and with laser engraved markings for 
elevation, windage and individual pin adjustments, the EX5 is an ease to dial in. 

Engineered with the same high quality standards as our Elite bows, the new GT1 single 
caliper release offers incredible performance and reliability.  The roller sear design 
creates an extremely crisp trigger pull, while the patented multi-hole length adjustment 
gives the archer the ability to achieve the exact fit.  The GT1 also comes standard with a 
fall away design connector strap to keep the release out of the way until needed. 

• Ultra-light, compact design featuring a rugged synthetic Multi-Pin Aperture
• Armed Guard(TM) Fiber Management System for even brighter pins and better 

protection with 12” of fiber
• 3rd Axis Adjustment Block
• Enclosed rheostat light for adjustable pin brightness; no residual game-

spooking light, no distraction
• Micro adjust windage unit with laser engraved markings and indicator window
• Dovetail elevation gang adjustment with visual laser engraved markings
• Re-engineered Smart-Mount(TM) multi-positioning mounting holes
• Laser marked hashes for visual aid during pin adjustment
• Stainless steel bolts - no more rusting
• Available with a 5-pin housing
• .019” Rhino pins

• Curved Trigger Design
• Stainless Steel Jaw
• Exclusive Roller Sear Design for crisp, clean triggering
• Solid Swivel Connector, with Patented Multi-Hole Length Adjustment
• Torque-Less, Fall Away Connector

33

Apparel

See Our Entire Gear selection online at 
www.elitearchery.com/PRODUCTS/APPAREL



REO WILDE NATHAN BROOKS

TOMMY GOMEZ CHANCE BEAUBOUEF

ADAM HAYDEN MIKE POLLARD

LOGAN WILDE GARRETT AYERSMAN

JACOB MARLOW KRIS SCHAFF

DARRIN CHRISTENBERRY MADDIE RUTKOWSKI

STEVE ALTIZER CHRISTIE COLIN

CARA KELLY TJ STRYCHALSKI

Prostaff #Imadetheswitch



CANADIAN WHITETAIL TV

ADRENALINE JUNKIES

THE VIRTUE LEGENDS OF THE FALL

CANADA IN THE ROUGH INSIDE OUTDOORS TV

RESPECT THE GAME

MCMILLAN RIVER ADVENTURES

INTO THE WILD ANTLER ICE’S BONE COLD TV

FEAR NO EVIL SAVAGE OUTDOORS

DUEL GAME CALLS WHITETAIL FRENZY BACKWOODS LIFE

MCMILLAN’S WALLHANGER TV

TV Partners



2017 BOW SPECS

Available colors

Crimson 
Red

Pine 
Green

Serious 
Pink

Timberwolf 
Grey

Cobalt 
Blue

Sunset 
Pink

Surge 
Red

Trendy 
Teal

Famous 
Pink

Canyon 
Orange

Purple 
Rain

Vette 
Yellow

Hardwoods 
Brown

Olive 
Green

ViasVerde

** Not available on Tempo

OPTION 6 OPTION 7 TEMPO IMPRESSION EMERGE IMPULSE 31 IMPULSE 34 ENERGY 35 ENERGY 35 VICTORY VICTORY VICTORY 37 VICTORY 37

OP Mod
(#70 350 gr. 

arrow)

OP Mod
(#70 350 gr. 

arrow)

IM 34 Mod
(#70 350 gr. 

arrow)

 SP Mod
(#60 300 gr. 

arrow)

SP  Mod
(#60 300 gr. 

arrow)

IM 31 Mod
(#70 350 gr. 

arrow)

IM 34 Mod
(#70 350 gr. 

arrow)

EN Mod
(#70 350 gr. 

arrow)

ENS Mod
(#70 350 gr. 

arrow)

V Mod
(#70 350 gr. 

arrow)

VSB Mod
(#70 350 gr. 

arrow)

V37 Mod
(#70 350 gr. 

arrow)

VSB37 Mod
(#70 350 gr. 

arrow)

#1 - 30“
342 fps

#1 - 31“
342 fps

#1 - 32“
345 fps

#1 - 28“
305 fps

#1 - 28“
305 fps

#1 - 30“
340 fps

#1 - 31“
347 fps

#1 - 31“
334 fps

#10 - 26.5“
293 fps

#1 - 32“
340 fps

#10 - 27.5“
297 fps

#1 - 31“
337 fps

#8 - 27.5“
302 fps

#2 - 29.5“
337 fps

#2 - 30.5“
337 fps

#2 - 31.5“
340 fps

#2 - 27.5“
300 fps

#2 - 27.5“
300 fps

#2 - 29.5“
335 fps

#2 - 30.5“
342 fps

#2 - 30.5“
331 fps

#11 - 26“
288 fps

#2 - 31.5“
334 fps

#11 - 27“
292 fps

#2 - 30.5“
332 fps

#9 - 27“
297 fps

#3 - 29“
332 fps

#3 - 30“
332 fps

#3 - 31“
335 fps

#3 - 27“
295 fps

#3 - 27“
295 fps

#3 - 29“
330 fps

#3 - 30“
337 fps

#3 - 30“
327 fps

#12 - 25.5“
283 fps

#3 - 31“
330 fps

#12 - 26.5“
287 fps

#3 - 30“
327 fps

#10 - 26.5“
292 fps

#4 - 28.5“
327 fps

#4 - 29.5“
327 fps

#4 - 30.5“
330 fps

#4 - 26.5“
290 fps

#4 - 26.5“
290 fps

#4 - 28.5“
325 fps

#4 - 29.5“
332 fps

#4 - 29.5“
322 fps

#13 - 25“
278 fps

#4 - 30.5“
327 fps

#13 - 26“
282 fps

#4 - 29.5“
322 fps

#11 - 26“
287 fps

#5 - 28“
322 fps

#5 - 29“
322 fps

#5 - 30“
325 fps

#5 - 26“
285 fps

#5 - 26“
285 fps

#5 - 28“
320 fps

#5 - 29“
327 fps

#5 - 29“
317 fps

#14 - 24.5“
273 fps

#5 - 30“
322 fps

#5 - 29“
317 fps

#6 - 27.5“
317 fps

#6 - 28.5“
317 fps

#6 - 29.5“
320 fps

#6 - 25.5“
280 fps

#6 - 25.5“
280 fps

#6 - 27.5“
315 fps

#6 - 28.5“
322 fps

#6 - 28.5“
312 fps

#6 - 29.5“
317 fps

#6 - 28.5“
312 fps

#7 - 27“
312 fps

#7 - 28“
312 fps

#7 - 29“
315 fps

#7 - 25“
275 fps

#7 - 25“
275 fps

#7 - 27“
310 fps

#7 - 28“
317 fps

#7 - 28“
307 fps

#7 - 29“
312 fps

#7 - 28“
307 fps

#8 - 26.5“
307 fps

#8 - 27.5“
307 fps

#8 - 28.5“
310 fps

#8 - 24.5“
270 fps

#8 - 24.5“
270 fps

#8 - 26.5“
305 fps

#8 - 27.5“
312 fps

#8 - 27.5“
302 fps

#8 - 28.5“
307 fps

#9 - 26“
302 fps

#9 - 27“
302 fps

#9 - 28“
305 fps

#9 - 24“
265 fps

#9 - 24“
265 fps

#9 - 26“
300 fps

#9 - 27“
307 fps

#9 - 27“
300 fps

#9 - 28“
302 fps

*Deduct 2-3 
fps from ra-
ting for #60 
peak weight 
with a 300 
gr arrow

*Deduct 2-3 
fps from ra-
ting for #60 
peak weight 
with a 300 
gr arrow

*Deduct 2-3 
fps from ra-
ting for #60 
peak weight 
with a 300 
gr arrow

*Deduct 2-3 
fps from ra-
ting for #50 
peak weight 
with a 250 
gr arrow

*Deduct 2-3 
fps from ra-
ting for #50 
peak weight 
with a 250 
gr arrow

*Deduct 2-3 
fps from ra-
ting for #60 
peak weight 
with a 300 
gr arrow

*Deduct 2-3 
fps from ra-
ting for #60 
peak weight 
with a 300 
gr arrow

*Deduct 2-3 
fps from ra-
ting for #60 
peak weight 
with a 300 
gr arrow

*Deduct 2-3 
fps from ra-
ting for #60 
peak weight 
with a 300 
gr arrow

*Deduct 2-3 
fps from ra-
ting for #60 
peak weight 
with a 300 
gr arrow

*Deduct 2-3 
fps from ra-
ting for #60 
peak weight 
with a 300 
gr arrow

*Deduct 2-3 
fps from ra-
ting for #60 
peak weight 
with a 300 
gr arrow

*Deduct 2-3 
fps from ra-
ting for #60 
peak weight 
with a 300 
gr arrow
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2017 COMPARISON CHART

Option 6 Option 7 Tempo Impression Emerge

AXLE TO AXLE 32” +/- .125” 32” +/- .125” 34” +/- .125” 31 7/8”   +/- .1 25” 31 7/8” +/- .125”

BRACE HEIGHT 6” +/- 0.125” 7” +/- 0.125” 7 3/4” +/- 0.125” 7” +/- 0.125” 7” +/- 0.125”

MASS WEIGHT 4.3 lbs. 4.3 lbs. 4.4 lbs. 4.1 lbs. 4.1 lbs.

DRAW LENGTH 
OPTIONS

26“-30“ (in 1/2“ 
increments)

27“-31“ (in 1/2“ 
increments)

28“-32“ (in 1/2“ 
increments)

24“-28“ (in 1/2“ 
increments)

24“-28“ (in 1/2“ 
increments)

SPEED (FPS) 342* 332* 325* 305** 305**

PEAK WEIGHTS 50#, 60#, 65#, 70#, 
80#

50#, 60#, 65#, 70#, 
80#

50#, 60#, 65#, 70#, 
80#

30#, 40#, 45#, 50#, 
60#

30#, 40#, 45#, 50#, 
60#

Impulse 31 Impulse 34 Energy 35 Victory Victory 37

AXLE TO AXLE 31” +/- .125” 34” +/- .125” 34 3/4” +/- .125” 39” +/- .125” 37” +/- .125”

BRACE HEIGHT 6” +/- 0.125” 6” +/- 0.125” 7” +/- 0.125” 7” +/- 0.125” 6 3/4” +/- 0.125”

MASS WEIGHT 4.2 lbs. 4.4 lbs. 4.5 lbs. 4.5 lbs. 4.2 lbs.

DRAW LENGTH 
OPTIONS

26“-30“ (in 1/2“ 
increments)

27“-31“ (in 1/2“ 
increments)

24.5“-31“ (in 1/2“ 
increments)

26“-32“ (in 1/2“ 
increments)

26“-31“ (in 1/2“ 
increments)

SPEED (FPS) 340* 337* 327* 322* 327*

PEAK WEIGHTS 40#, 50#, 60#, 65#, 
70#, 80#

40#, 50#, 60#, 65#, 
70#, 80#

40#, 50#, 60#, 65#, 
70#

40#, 50#, 60#, 65#, 
70#

40#, 50#, 60#, 65#, 
70#

*Based on 70# with 30“ draw, 350 gr. arrow **Based on 60# with 28“ draw, 300 gr. arrow
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Limited Lifetime protection with one of the best warranties in the 
industry – 

ELITE’s “Save Your Hunt” Guarantee assures you a replacement bow 
overnight –

If you ever have a problem with your ELITE bow during a destination hunt, for any reason, ELITE will send 
you a fully set up and tuned loaner bow of requested draw length and weight overnight so you can finish 
your hunt. All you have to do is sight it in! All this at no charge! Simply call us at 1 (877) 503-5483. For 
a full description of the ELITE Save Your Hunt Guarantee, please visit our website.

At ELITE Archery, we stand behind our bows. Risers, pockets, limbs, and eccentrics are all covered against 
defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the bow. Please protect your new bow by registering 
it online. All details of the Elite warranty are available on our website at www.elitearchery.com

 1  ( 8 7 7 )  5 0 3 - 5 4 8 3
w w w . e l i t e a r c h e r y . c o m

This product may be covered by one or more U.S. or foreign pending or issued patents. For details, go to http://www.elitearchery.com/patents. Doinker is a registered trademark of Leven 
Industries. Dyneema is a registered trademark of DSM.  LimbSaver is a registered trademark of Sims Vibration Laboratory. Vectran is a registered trademark of Kuraray.
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